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BIO
FIPA is a brainchild of Filip Vlatković from Novi Sad,
Serbia. After more than a decade of active participating in
the music scene as a record producer and engineer for
countless other projects, Filip decided to venture off into a
solo effort, practically pioneering Americana sound in his
home country.
Returning home after a stint of living, recording and
performing in New York City, Fipa pursued a series of
intimate Sunday shows in small clubs which, due to great
interest, resulted in forming a backing band. This added a
new perspective and an electric edge to an already unique
expression, playing in both solo and band formations. First
full length, “Heartsongs for the Brave” was released in
2019. and singer-songwriter and the band pretty much
spent the previous two years promoting it in every possible
way.
So when he’s not sitting at the mixing board, Fipa creates
one diverse range of music radiating with simplicity,
minimalism and aesthetics of some past times, setting him
apart from the rest of the local indie scene.
The band has performed at various regional internationally
acclaimed festivals and events such as EXIT, INDIREKT,
FUS, SOFAR SOUNDS, FAMUS, SMS, ZAJECAR
GUITAR FEST and has been picked as upcoming
INES FESTIVAL NETWORK TALENT for 2021!
Listen to FIPA’s music on all major streaming platforms:

THE BAND
Filip Vlatković
Vocals, Bass, Acoustic Guitar

Igor Sakač
Lead Guitar, Backing Vocals

Ivan Jeneckov
Rhythm Guitar, Acoustic Guitar

Nenad Kojić
Drums

CONTACT
tel: +381 63 589760
mail: fipika@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/fipa021
www.instagram.com/this_is_fipa

LIVE SHOW
Fipa tries to break the usual rock show stereotypes by
bringing in elements of art installations onto the stage
and thus performs in several setups, main one of which
is the quadraphonic stage plot with props and audience
all around the stage. Other setups include a regular
front-lined festival one and and linear acoustic setup,
when 360 stage isn’t possible. The set ranges from an
intimate solo performance to a typical rock quartet so it
is quite dynamic.
LATEST RELEASE

“HEARTSONGS FOR
THE BRAVE”
Magnetix Records / 2019.

The album represents
emotional experiences through
the fascinations of contrasts in
today’s modern world – this
piece of music is both loud and
quiet, happy and sad, guiding
you through city and the
village. Recorded between
New York and Novi Sad it
features personnel which have
collaborated with indie acts
such as Neko Case, They
Might Be Giants, City and
Color, Ryuichi Sakamoto...

VIDEOS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OGJBRHRBA0Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5PhkifZbpM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X7dXZIAUDoE
https://youtu.be/mZztK1PeelA

“Under unhidden influence of
The Beatles and Beach Boys
but also modern rock greats
such as Foo Fighters and John
Frusciante, Fipa creates a
unique retro alternative stamp
personified in an individual
interpretation of indie rock
music.
BLIC newspaper, 22.3.2019.

